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How do I create smart collections? 197
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Is there a maximum number of photos before Lightroom’s performance starts to 
degrade? 208

Is there a maximum image size that Lightroom can import? 209

Can I move or rename my catalog? 209

How do I set or change my default catalog? 209
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BACKUP 221

I run my own backup system—do I have to let Lightroom run backups too? 221
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Does Lightroom back up the photos as well as the catalog? 222

How do I back up Lightroom? 222

I back up photos using the Import dialog—isn’t that enough? 223

How often should I back up my catalog? 224

Where does Lightroom save the backups? 224

How do I change the backup location? 225

Should I turn on ‘Test integrity’ and ‘Optimize catalog’ each time I back up? 225

Can I delete the oldest backups? 225

Is it safe to have Time Machine back up the catalog? 226

I’m worried about keeping all changes in one catalog—are there any other options? 226
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Why does Lightroom say it’s ‘unable to backup’? 227

RESTORING BACKUPS 227

How do I restore a catalog backup? 228

How do I restore everything from backups? 228
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MOVING LIGHTROOM ON THE SAME COMPUTER 229
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MOVING LIGHTROOM TO A NEW COMPUTER 232

How do I move my catalog, photos and other Lightroom !les to a new computer? 232
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How do I move my catalog & photos from Windows to Mac or vice versa? 234

WORKING WITH MULTIPLE MACHINES 234

How does Export as Catalog work? 234

What are the limitations of o!ine "les? 235

How does Import from Catalog work? 236

I need to work on my photos on my desktop and my laptop—what are my options? 237

How do I use a portable catalog with originals, for example, the whole catalog on an 
external drive with the photos? 238

How do I use a portable catalog without originals, for example, the whole catalog  
copied without the photos? 238

How do I upload and start editing on my laptop, and then transfer that back to the  
main catalog? 239

How do I export part of my catalog to another computer and then merge the  
changes back later? 239

How can I use my presets on both computers? 240

Can I synchronize two computers? 241

XMP 241

Why would I want settings written to XMP? 242

Which of Lightroom’s data isn’t stored in XMP? 242

Where are the XMP "les for my JPEG/TIFF/PSD/DNG "les? 242

How do I write settings to XMP? 243

Should I turn on ‘Automatically write changes into XMP’? 243

What’s the di#erence between ‘Write Metadata to Files’ and ‘Update DNG Preview & 
Metadata’? 244

Should I check or uncheck ‘Include Develop settings in metadata inside JPEG, TIFF, and 
PSD "les’? 244
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How do XMP !les relate to the catalog? 245

Can I view the content of my XMP sidecar !les? 245

XMP has been updated on another program or computer. Why don’t the changes  
show in Lightroom? 246

Lightroom says it can’t write to XMP—how do I !x it? 246

NETWORKING 247

Can I share my catalog with multiple users on the same machine? 247

Can one catalog be opened simultaneously by several workstations across a  
network? 247

Is it possible to have the catalog stored on a Network Accessible Storage unit (NAS)  
but open it on a single machine? 248

Is it possible to use XMP !les to allow some degree of sharing across the network? 248

OFFLINE ARCHIVES 251

How do I archive photos to o"ine hard drives? 251

How do I archive photos to CD/DVD/Blu-Ray? 252

Previews & Speed 253

PREVIEWS 253

What’s the di#erence between Minimal, Embedded & Sidecar, Standard and 1:1 
previews? 253

What size and quality should I set for Standard-Sized Previews? 255

When I choose Render 1:1 Previews from the Library menu, does it apply to the  
entire catalog or just the selected photos? 255

The previews folder is huge—can I delete it? 256

If I delete a photo, is the preview deleted too? 256
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I’ve discarded 1:1 previews—why hasn’t the !le/folder size shrunk? 256

Can I move the previews onto another drive? 257

PREVIEW PROBLEMS 257

Why do I just get grey boxes instead of previews? 257

Everything in Lightroom is a funny color, but the original photos look perfect in other 
programs, and the exported photos don’t look like they do in Lightroom either. What 
could be wrong? 258

How do I change my monitor pro!le to check whether it’s corrupted? 259

How should I calibrate my monitor? 260

The previews are slightly di"erent between Library and Develop and Fit and 1:1  
views—why is that? 260

My photos have imported incorrectly rotated and distorted—how do I !x it? 262

SPEED TIPS 263

How can I get Lightroom to import faster? 263

How can I speed up browsing in Library module? 263

How can I speed up moving !les between folders? 264

It’s taking forever to delete photos—should it really take this long? 265

How can I speed up browsing in Develop module? And what are these Cache*.dat 
!les? 265

Are there any other Lightroom tweaks to make it run faster? 268

Are there any hardware or operating system tweaks to make Lightroom faster? 268
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Develop Module 271

RAW FILE RENDERING 271

Why do my raw photos change color? When the !rst preview appears, it looks just  
like it did on the camera—how do I stop it changing? 272

I set my camera to black & white. Why is Lightroom changing them back to color? 273

How do other programs like iView, PhotoMechanic, Apple’s Preview, Windows  
Explorer, Breezebrowser, etc., get it right? 273

There are some hot pixels on my sensor in other programs, but I can’t see them in 
Lightroom. Where have they gone? 274

PROCESS VERSIONS 274

Which settings are a"ected by the Process Version? 275

Which Process Version should I use? 275

How do I switch between PV2003 and PV2010? 275

Why are my new imports set to Process Version 2003? 276

WHITE BALANCE 276

Where should I be clicking with the White Balance Eyedropper? 277

The White Balance Eyedropper disappears every time I click anything—how do I  
keep it turned on? 277

Why don’t the Temp and Tint sliders have the proper white balance scale when I’m 
working on JPEGs? 278

Where have the other White Balance presets gone, such as Cloudy and Flash? 278

Why is Lightroom showing di"erent Kelvin values than I set in my camera custom  
white balance? 278

Can I change the eyedropper averaging? 279

How do I adjust for an extreme white balance, under 2000k or over 50000k? 279
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BASIC ADJUSTMENTS 279

What’s the di!erence between Exposure and Brightness? 280

Why does the Recovery slider add a colored tint? 281

Fill Light creates halos and drops the contrast too far—is there an easy solution? 281

What does the Clarity slider do? 282

What’s the di!erence between Vibrance and Saturation? 283

WORKING WITH SLIDERS & TARGETED ADJUSTMENT TOOL 283

The slider movements are too coarse—how can I adjust them? 283

How do I apply Auto settings to individual sliders? 284

Does it matter in which order I apply sliders? 286

How do I use the TAT, or Targeted Adjustment tool? 286

TONE CURVES 287

How do I use the standard Parametric Tone Curve? 287

What do the three triangular sliders docked at the base of the Tone Curve do? 287

How do I use the Point Curve? 288

Where have the Tone Curve sliders gone? 288

HSL, COLOR, B&W & SPLIT TONING 288

What is the HSL panel used for? 289

What’s the di!erence between the HSL and Color panels? 290

How do I create a Black & White photo? 290

How do I use the Split Tone panel? 290

How do I create a Sepia photo? 291
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ADJUSTING MULTIPLE PHOTOS 291

How do I copy or synchronize my settings with other photos? 291

Why won’t my white balance sync? 294

What does ‘Match Total Exposure’ in the Settings menu do? 294

Can I make relative adjustments, for example, brighten all selected photos by 1 stop? 295

BEFORE / AFTER VIEWS 295

Can I see a Before / After preview? 295

Can I change the ‘Before’ state to something other than the Import state? 295

Can I turn o! the e!ect of a whole panel’s settings, to see the preview with and  
without those settings? 296

HISTOGRAM & RGB VALUES 296

Is it possible to see clipping warnings? Or, why are there red and blue areas on my 
photos? 298

Why does the Histogram look di!erent when I open the exported sRGB photo in 
Photoshop? Why are my highlights clipping in Photoshop but not in Lightroom? 298

Can I view RGB values using a normal 0-255 scale? 300

PRESETS 300

Where can I download Develop presets? 300

How do I install Develop presets? 301

How do I preview and apply presets to my photos? 301

How do I create my own Develop Presets? 302

How can I organize my presets into folders or groups? 303

How do I rename Develop presets? 303

How do I remove the default Develop presets? 303
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How do I uninstall Develop presets? 304

Where have my presets gone? 304

Can I apply multiple presets to the same photo, layering the e!ects? 305

I have some Develop presets that I use in ACR in CS4—can I use them in Lightroom? 305

Why do my presets look wrong when used on JPEG/TIFF/PSD "les, even though  
they work on raw "les? 305

Is there a way to add a keyboard shortcut to a preset? 306

DEFAULTS 306

Why would I change the default settings instead of using a preset? 306

How do I change the default settings? 307

Why would I want di!erent defaults for each ISO and serial number combination? 308

Why don’t all of the sliders default to 0? 308

What settings should I use as the defaults? 308

SNAPSHOTS & VIRTUAL COPIES 308

Why would I want to use virtual copies? 309

When would I use a snapshot instead of a virtual copy? 310

Can I rename virtual copies? 310

Can I turn virtual copies into snapshots and vice versa? 311

Can I swap virtual copies for masters and vice versa? 311

What do Sync Copies and Sync Snapshots do? 312

HISTORY & RESET 312

How do I reset a single slider or panel section to its default setting? 312

How do I reset photos back to their default settings? 313
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If I don’t like the last adjustment I made, can I just undo that step, rather than  
resetting everything? 313

How long do the adjustments stay in the History panel? 314

DETAIL!SHARPENING & NOISE REDUCTION 314

Why are my pictures softer and noisier than other programs? 314

What is multiple pass sharpening? 314

How do the sharpening sliders interact? 315

Can I apply or remove sharpening selectively? 316

How do I use the di!erent Noise Reduction sliders? 317

I’ve turned sharpening and noise reduction right up to the maximum, but it  
doesn’t seem to be doing anything—why not? 318

Why is the Noise Reduction sometimes visible in Fit View and other times only  
visible in 1:1? 318

LENS CORRECTIONS 319

How do I apply lens corrections to my photo? 319

Why is the lens pro"le not selected automatically? 319

How do I set a default lens pro"le? 320

In the Setup pop-up menu, what’s the di!erence between Default, Auto & Custom? 320

How do the Amount sliders interact with the pro"le? 321

Can I use the pro"led lens corrections to correct the chromatic aberrations without 
removing the distortion? 321

Why have the lens corrections created new chromatic aberration and vignetting  
instead of "xing it? 321

Can I correct multiple photos in one go? 321

Can I turn on the lens corrections by default? 321
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What are my options if my lens pro!le isn’t available? 322

What do the Manual Lens Corrections sliders do? 322

How is the Rotate slider di"erent from Straighten in the Crop options? 323

How is the Scale slider di"erent to cropping? 324

What does the ‘Constrain Crop’ checkbox do? 324

Why doesn’t the Lens Correction Vignette adjust to the Crop boundaries? 324

How do I !x Chromatic Aberration? 325

Can I save Manual lens corrections as defaults for lenses? 325

When in my work#ow should I apply lens corrections? 325

How do I turn o" the grid overlay? 326

How do I create a Lens Pro!le using the Lens Pro!le Creator? 326

Does it matter which camera body is used when creating a lens pro!le? 326

EFFECTS!POST"CROP VIGNETTE & GRAIN 327

What’s the di"erence between Highlight Priority, Color Priority and Paint Overlay? 327

How do the Post-Crop Vignette sliders interact? 328

How do the Grain sliders interact? 328

Why does my grain not always look exactly the same in the exported !le as in  
the Develop preview? 328

CALIBRATION PROFILES & STYLES 329

How do I install and use the pro!les? 329

Which are the pro!les for my camera? 329

Why does my Nikon D300 have D2X pro!les? 330

Why does the pro!le pop-up menu just say ‘Embedded’? 330
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Why do I only have Matrix listed? 330

The ACR version number in the Calibration section is an old version—how do I  
update it? 330

DNG PROFILE EDITOR 330

Why is the DNG Pro!le Editor better than the Calibration sliders? 331

Can I use the pro!les on proprietary raw !les, not just DNG? 331

Why doesn’t it use ICC pro!les? 331

Where do I download the DNG Pro!le Editor? 333

How do I use the DNG Pro!le Editor? It looks complicated! 333

Is there a simpler way of creating a DNG Pro!le for my camera? 335

CROPPING 336

Why does the crop go in the wrong direction when I try and move the grid around? 336

How do I crop a vertical portion from a horizontal photo? 337

Can I zoom while cropping? 337

How can I change the default crop ratio? 337

How do I set a custom crop aspect ratio? 338

How do I delete a custom crop aspect ratio? 338

How do I set my crop grid back to thirds or bring the Crop Overlay back when it  
goes missing? 338

Is it possible to change the Crop Overlay color? 338

How do I straighten or rotate a photo? 339

Can a crop be saved in a preset? 340

Is there a way to see what the new pixel dimensions will be without interpolation? 340
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SPOT REMOVAL!CLONE & HEAL TOOLS 340

How do I retouch a spot? 341

How do I adjust the brush size or the size of an existing spot? 341

How do I adjust the opacity of an existing spot? 342

How do I move or delete an existing spot? 342

Can I copy or synchronize the clone/heal spots? 342

RED EYE REDUCTION TOOL 342

How do I work the Red Eye Reduction tool? 343

Lightroom’s Red Eye Reduction tool can’t lock on to the red eye—is there anything  
I can do to help it? 343

Why doesn’t the Red Eye Reduction tool work properly on my dog’s red eye? 343

LOCAL ADJUSTMENTS!GRADUATED FILTER & ADJUSTMENT BRUSH 343

Why would I use the Graduated Filter & Adjustment Brush rather than editing a  
photo in Photoshop? 344

How do I create a new brush mask? 345

What do Size and Feather do? 345

What’s the di!erence between Flow & Density? 346

Is the Adjustment Brush pressure sensitive when used with a graphics pen tablet? 347

What does Auto Mask do? 347

Why are there speckles in the brushed area? 347

How can I tell if I’m applying a color tint when using the Adjustment Brush? 347

Can I select a color tint from the photo itself? 347

Can I brush on a lens blur e!ect? 348
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If I apply sharpening using the Adjustment Brush, where do I adjust the Radius,  
Detail and Masking? 348

Where have my mask pins gone? 349

How can I tell whether I’m creating a new mask or editing an existing mask? 349

How do I reselect and edit an existing mask? 349

How do I create a new gradient mask? 350

How do I adjust an existing gradient? 350

How do I show the mask I’ve created? 350

Can I change the color of the mask overlay? 351

How do I fade the e!ect of an existing mask? 351

Can I layer the e!ect of multiple masks? 351

Can I invert the mask? 352

Can I synchronize my settings with other photos? 352

Can I save my Adjustment Brush strokes in a preset? 352

Editing in Other Programs 353

EDITING IN OTHER PROGRAMS 353

How do I change my Edit in… "le settings? 353

In the Edit in… options, should I choose TIFF or PSD? 354

Can I have more than two External Editors? 354

How do I get Lightroom to use a di!erent version of Photoshop? 355

Lightroom can’t "nd Photoshop to use Edit in Photoshop—how do I "x it? 356

Can I open the raw "le into another raw processor? 356
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Why isn’t Lightroom creating a TIFF or PSD !le according to my preferences? 357

How do I open my layered !le back into Photoshop without "attening it? 357

What’s the di#erence between ‘Edit Original,’ ‘Edit a Copy,’ or ‘Edit a Copy with  
Lightroom Adjustments’? 358

What do the other options in the Edit in… menu do? 358

ADOBE CAMERA RAW COMPATIBILITY FOR PHOTOSHOP 359

How do I check which Lightroom and ACR versions I have installed? 360

Which ACR version do I need for the settings to be fully compatible? 360

What happens if I’m still using an older version of ACR and Photoshop? 361

What’s the di#erence between ‘Render Using Lightroom’ and ‘Open Anyway’ in the  
ACR mismatch dialog? 362

Can I open a raw !le directly into the ACR dialog? 363

Rendered Files (JPEG/TIFF/PSD) 364

Raw Files 365

If I use ACR to convert, having created XMP !les, will the result be identical to 
Lightroom? 366

I’d prefer to let Bridge run the conversion to JPEG using Image Processor to run an  
action. Is it possible? 366

Why is Bridge not seeing the raw adjustments I’ve made in Lightroom? 366

Export 367

EXPORT LOCATIONS & FILE NAMING 367

Can I set Lightroom to automatically export back to the same folder as the original? 367

Can I set Lightroom to automatically re-import the exported !les? 368

Why is the ‘Add to Stack’ checkbox unavailable? 369
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Can I set Lightroom to overwrite the original when exporting? 369

Can I stop Lightroom asking me what to do when it !nds an existing !le with the  
same name? 369

How do I burn the exported !les to CD or DVD? 369

How do I change the !lename while exporting? 370

FILE SETTINGS 370

What’s the equivalent of JPEG quality…? 371

How do I set Lightroom to a JPEG level 0-12 so that Photoshop doesn’t ask me  
every time I save? 371

If a photo is imported as a JPEG, and it’s not edited it any way, is what I am exporting 
identical to what I imported? 371

Why won’t Photoshop allow me to save my Lightroom !le as a JPEG? 372

Should I choose 8-bit or 16-bit? 372

I am a high volume photographer (weddings, etc.)—do I have to convert to PSD  
or TIFF for light retouching, or can I use JPEG? 374

COLOR SPACE 375

Which color space should I use? 376

Why do my photos look di"erent in Photoshop? 377

Why do my photographs look di"erent in Windows Explorer or on the Web? 380

Can I export with a custom ICC pro!le? 381

SIZING & RESOLUTION 381

What’s the di"erence between Width & Height, Dimensions, Longest Edge & Shortest 
Edge? 382

When I enter 4x6 as my output size, why do the vertical photos become 4x6 but the 
horizontal photos become 2.5x4? 383

What does the ‘Don’t Enlarge’ checkbox do? 384
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What PPI setting should I enter in the Export dialog? 384

I set the export PPI to 300—why is it 72ppi when I open it in Photoshop? 386

When I crop to 8x10 in Lightroom and then open in Photoshop, why is it not 8”x10”? 386

Is it better to upsize in Lightroom or in Photoshop? 387

Can I export to a speci!c !le size? 387

OUTPUT SHARPENING 388

Why does the Export Sharpening only have a few options? How can I control it? 388

Which Export Sharpening setting applies more sharpening—screen, matte or glossy? 388

COPYRIGHT & WATERMARKING 389

How do I create a basic watermark? 389

Are the watermarks intelligent for vertical and horizontal images? 390

Which !le formats can I use for the graphical watermark? 391

Can I overwrite an existing watermark? 392

What is ‘Simple Copyright Watermark’ in the watermark menu? 392

Where can I use my watermarks? 393

How do I change the watermark placement for each photo? 393

Can I create more complex watermarks, such as text and a graphic? 393

POST!PROCESSING ACTIONS & DROPLETS 394

How do I get Lightroom to attach the exported !les to an email? 394

Can I run a Photoshop action from Lightroom? 395

The droplet runs, but it doesn’t save—what have I done wrong? 397

The droplet runs, but it keeps asking what JPEG compression to use—what have I  
done wrong? 397
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The droplet doesn’t run at all—why not? 397

The droplet only works on some of the photos and then stops—what’s wrong? 398

In my droplet I used a ‘Save for Web’ instead of a standard ‘Save As’—why won’t it 
overwrite the original !le? 398

PLUG!INS 399

What plug-ins are currently available? 399

How do I install Export plug-ins? 400

Where should I store my plug-ins? 401

Why can’t I remove this Export plug-in? 401

How do I use Export plug-ins? 402

Can I export directly to an FTP server? 403

OTHER EXPORT QUESTIONS & TROUBLESHOOTING 403

Can I save my Export settings as a preset? 403

Do I have to use the Export dialog every time I export? 404

Can I strip the metadata from my !les, like Save for Web in Photoshop? 404

Why can’t CS2 save as JPEG when I’ve used Local Adjustments on the photo? 404

It gives an error message—‘Some export operations were not performed. The !le  
could not be written.’ or ‘The !le could not be found.’  What went wrong? 406

The !les appear in the export folder and then disappear again. Why is Lightroom  
deleting them? 406

Publish Services 407

SETTING UP YOUR PUBLISH SERVICES 407

Why is Flickr the only website? Where’s my favorite photo sharing website? 407
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What can I use the Hard Drive option for? 408

How do I set up my Publish Services accounts? 408

Can I choose the size of the photos to upload? 410

How do I prevent it uploading a particular version of a photo? 411

How do I control which keywords are visible on my published photos? 411

Which settings should I use for Privacy & Safety? 411

CREATING COLLECTIONS & PHOTOSETS 412

Can I divide my photos into di!erent sets? 412

How do I add photos into a photoset that already exists on Flickr? 412

I didn’t mean to remove a photo from a photoset—how do I restore it? 413

SYNCHRONIZING CHANGES 413

How do I publish to Flickr or my hard drive? 413

Does it automatically publish changes I make to my photos? 413

How do I update Flickr or my hard drive with the changes I’ve made to my photos? 414

How do I remove photos from my Lightroom catalog without removing them from 
Flickr? 414

I deleted a photo on the Flickr web interface—how do I upload it again? 415

What happens if I rename a photo and then republish it? 415

Can I use Export as Catalog to transfer my Publish collections between catalogs? 415

FLICKR ACCOUNT QUESTIONS 415

What are the limitations of the Free vs. Pro Flickr accounts? 415

How do I upgrade Lightroom to a Pro account? 416

Can I have more than one Flickr account connected to my catalog? 416
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Can I have the same Flickr account connected to multiple catalogs? 416

How do I disconnect Lightroom from my Flickr account? 417

I accidentally revoked the authorization on Flickr’s website—how do I !x it? 417

PUBLISH SERVICES TROUBLESHOOTING 417

Why is the new Comments panel unavailable? 417

Why is there a question mark on my Flickr service? 418

What does ‘Flickr API returned an error message (function upload, message Not a  
Pro Account)’ mean? 418

Slideshow Module 419

STYLES & SETTINGS 419

How do I create my !rst slideshow? 419

How do I add my Identity Plate to my slideshow? 420

How do I adjust the anchor point? 421

How do I add captions to the slides? 421

How do I change the font on my text overlays? 422

How do I remove the quotation marks when a caption is blank? 422

How do I change the background? 423

What does ‘Zoom to Fill Frame’ do? 423

Can I add Intro and Ending slides? 424

Can I advance the slides manually, but still have them fade from one to the next? 424

Can I rate photos while a slideshow is running? 424

How do I make the slideshow display on my second screen? 425
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MUSIC 425

How do I select or change the music track? 425

Which music formats can Lightroom play? 425

How do I adjust the slide timings to !t the length of the music track? 425

Why can’t Lightroom !nd my iTunes playlists? 426

How do I play multiple di"erent music tracks during my slideshow? 426

SAVING & EXPORTING SLIDESHOWS 426

Can I save my settings for a speci!c slideshow? 427

How do I save my settings as a template for use on other photos? 427

Can I export my slideshow to run in a DVD player? 428

Can I export my slideshow for viewing on the web? 428

Can I export the slideshow with the music? 428

Where has the ‘Export to JPEG’ option gone? 428

I exported to PDF, but it doesn’t automatically start the slideshow when I open  
the PDF. Why not? 429

Which movie size option should I choose? 429

ERRORS 430

Why does it stall part way through the slideshow or go much slower than the times  
I’d chosen? 430

Everything appears to be running correctly, then the screen just goes plain grey or  
black when I try to running the slideshow. Why? 430

Why is my noise reduction and sharpening not applied to my slideshow? 430
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Print Module 431

LAYING OUT YOUR PHOTOS 431

How do I set up a single borderless print, for example, a 4x6 snapshot? 431

How do I change the page size? 432

How do I create a contact sheet? 432

How can I change the order of contact sheet photos? 433

How do I use Picture Package? 433

What does the exclamation mark in the top right corner mean? 434

How do I create a Custom Package? 434

What’s a pinned or anchored cell? 434

How do I replace a photo in an existing cell? 434

How do I see the cell size? 435

How can I stop the photos being cropped by the cells? 435

How do I rotate a photo within a cell? 435

How do I move a photo within a cell? 435

How do I scroll through custom package pages? 436

Can I use the Print module to design albums and books? 436

STYLES & SETTINGS 437

How do I add the !lename and watermark to my contact sheet? 437

Is it possible to personalize my print by changing the background color? 438

How can I overlay a graphic such as a border onto my print? 438

With 1 photo on a sheet, I can place the Identity Plate anywhere on the photo. Is  
that possible for multiple photos? 439
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I have the Rulers and Grid checked in the Rulers, Grid & Guides panel—why can’t I  
see them? 440

How can I save my Print settings for later? 440

PRINTING 441

Why do Page Setup, Print Settings and Print buttons show the same dialog? 441

Which Print Sharpening option do I choose? 441

When should I turn on 16-bit printing? 442

What is ‘Draft Mode Printing’? 442

How do I set up my printer to match the preview I see on screen? 442

Why do Lightroom’s prints not match the preview on screen? 444

How do I print to a !le such as a JPEG to send to my lab? 444

How do I get Lightroom to see my custom printer pro!le? 445

Why does my custom ICC printer pro!le not show in Lightroom’s list of pro!les? 446

Web Module 447

STYLES & SETTINGS 447

How do I create my !rst web gallery? 447

How can I change a web gallery I’ve already created? 448

How do I save my settings as a template for use on other photos? 449

The default "ash gallery appears to be capped at 500 photos—how do I increase  
the number of photos it can hold? 449

Is it possible to add music to the galleries? 451

Why do my galleries show stray white pixels on some photos? 451
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ADDITIONAL GALLERIES 451

Where can I download additional web galleries? 451

Are there any web galleries with download links or an integrated shopping cart  
such as PayPal? 452

How do I install new web galleries? 452

When using some third party galleries, the panels are clipped—can they be resized? 453

EXPORTING & UPLOADING 453

How do I upload my gallery? 453

Why doesn’t the FTP upload work—it says ‘Remote Disc Error’? 455

Why are my FTP settings not saved in the templates? 455

Can I have multiple galleries on my website? 455

Is it possible to embed a web gallery into an existing website or webpage? 456

I changed an existing gallery—why hasn’t it changed on the website? 456

Troubleshooting & Useful Information 457

TROUBLESHOOTING STEPS 457

I have a problem with Lightroom—are there any troubleshooting steps I can try? 457

How do I delete the Preferences !le? 459

What is deleted when I delete my Preferences !le? 459

I installed Lightroom, but it says ‘An error occurred while attempting to change  
modules’. How do I !x it? 459

It says ‘There was an error working with the photo’ or there’s an exclamation mark  
in the corner of the thumbnail and a small fuzzy preview. What’s wrong? 460
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PREFERENCES & SETTINGS 461

Lightroom Preferences & Catalog Settings are… 461

Photoshop Preferences are… 461

Photoshop Color Settings are… 461

DEFAULT FILE LOCATIONS 461

The default location of the Lightroom catalog is… 462

The default location of the Preferences is… 462

The default location of the Presets is… 463

The default location of the Camera Raw Cache is… 464

The default locations of the Adobe Camera Raw & Lens Pro!les are… 464

Your custom Camera Raw & Lens Pro!les can also be installed to the User folders… 464

64!BIT 465

How do I install the 64-bit version? 465

Lightroom isn’t certi!ed for XP x64—does that meant it won’t run? 466

My Mac version doesn’t have an ‘Open as 32-bit’ checkbox. Why not? 466

How can I check whether I’m running the 32-bit or 64-bit version? 466

INITIAL INSTALLATION 467

Should I buy the download or the boxed version? 467

Do I have to install the 3.0 version from my CD before installing updates? 467

Why won’t Lightroom 3 install on my Mac? 467

UPGRADING FROM LIGHTROOM 1, 2, OR VERSION 3 BETA 468

How do I upgrade Lightroom? 468
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Do I have to install Lightroom 1 or 2 if I purchased an upgrade version? 468

If I install Lightroom 3, will it overwrite my current 1.x or 2.x version? 468

Which catalog versions will upgrade to 3.0? 468

How do I upgrade my catalog from version 2 to version 3? 469

If I upgrade, can I go back to version 2? 470

Do I have to upgrade a catalog before I can import it into version 3 using Import  
from Catalog? 470

What happens if I try to upgrade a catalog that I’ve already upgraded? 471

Can I delete my previous installations? 472

INSTALLING, UPDATING & DOWNGRADING 472

How do I check which update I’m currently running? 472

How do I !nd out whether my new camera is supported yet? 473

How do I update Lightroom with the latest version of ACR? 473

How do I update to a newer Lightroom dot release? 473

How do I downgrade to an earlier Lightroom dot release in the case of problems? 473

LANGUAGES 474

How do I switch language? 474

Some of the shortcuts don’t work with my language version or non-English  
keyboard—can I !x it? 475

LICENSING INFORMATION 476

I’m switching from PC to Mac—how do I switch my Lightroom license? 476

How many machines can I install Lightroom on? 477

How do I deactivate Lightroom to move it to another machine? 477
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FINAL WORDS… 478

Where else can I go to !nd solutions to my problems that aren’t covered here? 478

I’ve got a great idea, or I’ve found a repeatable bug—how do I tell Adobe? 478

Keyboard Shortcuts 479

Keyboard Shortcuts 479

Standard Modi!er Keys 488

Index 489
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